Recording site placement on planar silicon-based probes affects neural signal quality: edge sites enhance acute recording performance
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Abstract

Objective. Multisite, silicon-based probes are widely used tools to record the electrical activity of neuronal populations. Several physical features of these devices (e.g. shank thickness, tip geometry) are designed to improve their recording performance. Here, our goal was to investigate whether the position of recording sites on the silicon shank might affect the quality of the recorded neural signal in acute experiments.

Approach. Neural recordings obtained with five different types of high-density, single-shank, planar silicon probes from anesthetized rats were analyzed. Wideband data were filtered (500 - 5000 Hz) to extract spiking activity, then various quantitative properties (e.g. amplitude distribution of the filtered potential, single unit yield) of the recorded cortical and thalamic activity were compared between sites located at different positions of the silicon shank, focusing particularly on edge and center sites.

Main results. Edge sites outperformed center sites: mean values of the examined properties of the spiking activity were in most cases higher for edge sites (~94%, 33/35) and a large fraction of these differences were also statistically significant (~45%, 15/33) with effect sizes ranging from small to large. Although the single unit yield was similar between site positions, the difference in signal quality was remarkable in the range corresponding to high-amplitude spikes. Furthermore, the advantage of edge sites slightly decreased for probes having a narrower shank.

Significance. The better signal quality on edge sites might be the result of the reduced shielding effect of the silicon shank providing a larger field of view for edge sites to detect spikes, or the less tissue damage caused near the edges of the shank. Our results might aid the design of novel neural implants in enhancing their recording performance by identifying more efficient recording site placements.
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1. Introduction

To investigate the biological mechanisms behind complex brain functions (e.g. memory, sensation or consciousness) we have to monitor and manipulate the dynamics of neural populations of a statistically representative size, comprising hundreds or even thousands of neurons [1, 2]. Current research methods able to record the activity of so many individual cells simultaneously are extracellular electrophysiological recordings [3-8] and imaging techniques (e.g. two-photon calcium imaging, [7, 9-11]). Although most brain imaging approaches provide high spatial resolution, due to the slow kinetics of calcium indicators and limitations in the imaging speed, their temporal resolution is often low compared to electrophysiological techniques [12, 13]. This might hinder the precise registration of the action potential firing times of single cells, especially if the activity of many neurons is measured simultaneously. In contrast, recently developed high-density silicon-based multielectrode arrays [3-6, 14-19] can monitor the activity of hundreds of neurons at the same time with sub-millisecond precision and, because of the large number of closely packed recording sites, also with a high spatial resolution.

Planar silicon-based neural probes, which currently are among the most frequently used microelectrode types applied to measure extracellular brain activity, are fabricated using microelectromechanical system (MEMS) and complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) microtechnology. These methods allow to precisely realize the physical and geometrical parameters of these devices as well as to add integrated circuits on the probe shank or base for on-chip signal conditioning [20]. Considering the findings of previous research using neural implants for acute and chronic electrophysiological recordings, several features of silicon microprobes are now designed to minimize the mechanical trauma caused during probe insertion as well as to enhance their recording performance, both for the short and long term. For instance, in earlier studies it has been shown that the shank size of the neural implant has
a significant impact on the extent of tissue damage caused by the insertion or on chronic tissue response [21-23]. Furthermore, the shape of the probe tip or the implant tethering may also affect the quality of the recorded neural signals in the long term [24-26]. Besides physical features of probes, the conditions of probe insertion (e.g. insertion speed, alignment of the probe) might also have a notably effect on the recording performance [24, 27-29].

An essential part of neural probes are the small recording sites which detect the electrical activity of neurons and are placed commonly on one of the sides of the silicon shank. The influence of size, impedance and material of recording sites on neural recordings is relatively well studied [30-33]. However, prior research investigating the optimal placement of recording sites on silicon shanks to achieve high quality recordings is scarce and contradictory [34-36]. In chronic experiments, Lee and colleagues found that recording sites placed on the edge of planar silicon probes perform slightly better than center sites [35]. The difference in signal quality was significant for wide (249 μm) devices but smaller and not significant for narrower (132 μm) probes. In contrast, the study of Scott and colleagues found no significant effect of site position on the recording quality in acute experiments [34]. However, in their study they only used data from one type of silicon probe (having an 85-μm-wide shank) and did not analyze single unit activity. Evaluating data obtained with a probe having a special edge electrode design showed a higher single unit yield and larger signal amplitudes on edge electrodes compared to sites located on the front side of the silicon shank [36]. Although edge sites outperformed the recording performance of other site positions, only a small number of recordings were analyzed in the study and signal amplitudes were only qualitatively compared.

As silicon probes and electrophysiological recording devices become affordable by more and more labs, which process is further accelerated by the open source movement [37-40], it is an important mission to thoroughly study various features of neural probes as well as brain-implant interactions to aid the design of future devices with the goal of enhancing their
recording capabilities. An optimal placement of recording sites on planar silicon probes might increase the signal quality and the single unit yield significantly, and thereby decrease the costs and time requirements of experiments. Recording sites on commercially available passive silicon probes are usually placed in the center of the shank, although several variants of probes with edge sites also exist [41]. Contrary to that, recently developed silicon probes with high electrode density (e.g. the Neuropixels probe) contain sites both near the edge and in the center of their shank [3, 4, 14, 18, 42]. This site configuration provides an excellent opportunity to compare the recording performance of various site positions. In this comprehensive quantitative study, our aim was to examine whether the location of recording sites on high-density, single-shank, planar silicon-based probes might affect the quality of the recorded neural activity on acute timescales. In order to investigate this question, we examined electrophysiological recordings obtained with multiple probe types having different shank widths from the neocortex of anesthetized rats. Recording sites were labeled as edge or center sites according to their position on the silicon shank, then we analyzed the amplitude distribution of the recorded signal as well as various properties of single unit activity (e.g. single unit yield, peak-to-peak amplitude of single unit spike waveform) separately on these two site groups.
2. Methods

2.1 Silicon probe types

Neural recordings obtained with five different types of silicon-based, single-shank planar probes were analyzed in this study ([3, 14, 42]; figure 1). These probes have different shank widths (ranging from 50 μm to 125 μm), shank thicknesses (from 20 μm to 50 μm) and recording site features. All selected probe types have a high number of closely packed recording sites, ranging from 32 to 960 sites. To be able to make a reliable comparison in terms of site position, we only chose probes that contained recording sites both near the edge and the center of their silicon shank. Details of the features of these probes are listed below.

The device with the lowest channel count was a commercially available silicon probe (A1x32-Poly3-10mm-50-177; NeuroNexus Technologies; www.neuronexus.com) with 32 iridium microelectrodes having a diameter of 15 μm (site area: 177 μm²), and a center-to-center distance of 50 μm (figure 1(a)). The silicon shank of the probe is 10 mm long and has a cross-section of 125 μm × 50 μm (Width (W) × Thickness (T)) at the level of the recording sites. The circular sites are arranged in three equidistantly spaced columns with one column located on each side of the shank (edge sites) and the third column in the center (center sites). The edge columns contain 10 microelectrodes each while the center column comprises 12 sites. The brain area covered by the recording sites is approximately 125 μm × 550 μm (W × Length (L)). The lowermost site (center column) is located 100 μm far from the probe tip. The closest point of edge sites from the edge of the silicon shank is 5 μm. This probe type is frequently used to record spiking activity from rats and mice [27, 43-45], was applied as mesh model in a computational modeling study [46], and was also used in the evaluation of the effect of site impedance on neural data quality [30].

The second device was a 128-site silicon probe with closely-spaced low-impedance titanium nitride electrodes recently developed in the NeuroSeeker research project ([14];...
www.neuroseeker.com; figure 1(b)). This type of multielectrode has an 8 mm long shank with a cross-section of 100 μm × 50 μm (W × T). The spacing between the edges of the square-shaped recording sites (20 μm × 20 μm; site area: 400 μm²) is 2.5 μm. The sites are arranged in four equidistantly spaced columns (one column on each side and two columns in the center of the silicon shank) with all columns containing 32 microelectrodes. One microelectrode located at the top row on the right side has a larger area and serves as an internal reference electrode (only partially shown in figure 1(b)). The bottom row of recording sites is located 300 μm far from the chisel-shaped probe tip. The array of microelectrodes covers an area of 87.5 μm × 717.5 μm (W × L). The side of edge sites is approximately 6.25 μm far from the edge of the silicon shank. The 128-channel probe provides high-quality neural signals in acute experiments both from rodents and cats [14, 27, 43, 47], and was also chronically implanted in monkeys [48].

The third probe type was also developed in the NeuroSeeker project using the same fabrication technology (figure 1(c)). It has 255 miniature quadratic titanium nitride recording sites (5 μm × 5 μm; site area: 25 μm²). From this probe type, two different designs were fabricated, one with a linearly placed microelectrode array [49], and another with a closely-packed array of 17 × 15 recording sites [42]. The latter version was used in this study. The silicon shank of this probe has the same parameters as described above for the 128-channel probe. The spacing between the edge of small recording sites is 1 μm (center-to-center electrode distance is 6 μm). The probe has a large internal reference site located above the small sites. The bottom row of microelectrodes is located 300 μm from the chisel-shaped probe tip. The array of microelectrodes covers an area of 89 μm × 101 μm (W × L).

The fourth and fifth devices are two variants of the recently developed Neuropixels CMOS-based silicon probe ([3, 50]; www.neuropixels.org; figure 1(d) and (e)). The commercially available version has a 10 mm long shank and a cross-section of 70 μm × 20 μm
(W × T; figure 1(d)). It contains 960 square-shaped titanium nitride microelectrodes (12 μm × 12 μm; site area: 144 μm²) from which 384 can be selected for recording. The recording sites are arranged in a checkerboard pattern with 4 columns and 480 rows. The center-to-center distance of microelectrodes in a single row is 32 μm. Alternate columns are offset by 16 μm and the vertical spacing of microelectrodes is 40 μm. The gap between the edge of the probe shank and the edge of the first recording sites is 5 μm. The center of the bottom row of sites is 195 μm away from the tip of the shank. The array of 384 adjacent recording sites covers a brain area of approximately 60 μm × 3800 μm (W × L). In addition, we analyzed data from a publicly available dataset obtained with another Neuropixels probe variant (PhaseA Option 1 probe; [50]). This probe has a shorter shank (5 mm), a smaller shank width (50 μm) and only 384 recording sites arranged in 4 columns and 192 rows (figure 1(e)). The features of recording sites are the same as described above. The center-to-center distance of microelectrodes in a single row is 21 μm and alternate columns are offset by 7 μm. The vertical spacing of microelectrodes is 40 μm and the side of edge sites is located 5 μm from the edge of the silicon shank. The center of the bottom row of sites is 137 μm away from the tip of the shank. The brain area covered by the recording sites is approximately 40 μm × 3800 μm (W × L). Neuropixels probes are being increasingly used in electrophysiology labs and became essential tools of cutting-edge neuroscience research [6, 51, 52].

The probes investigated in this study were principally designed for acute in vivo recordings, although Neuropixels probes can be used for chronic experiments [53, 54] and the 32-channel NeuroNexus probe is also available with a chronic design. Except for the NeuroNexus probe, all probes were fabricated using a 0.13-μm CMOS fabrication process. All probe types were passive devices, except for the Neuropixels probes which contain on-chip electronics for signal conditioning (e.g. for filtering, amplification or multiplexing) and digitization on the probe [3]. Electrical impedance of titanium nitride sites of CMOS-fabricated
probes was low (< 1 MΩ at 1 kHz) but varied between different probes types due to the difference in the area of recording sites. However, the absolute impedance magnitude values of a particular probe type showed low variability (about a few kΩ; [3, 14, 49]). The site impedance of the NeuroNexus probe measured at 1 kHz was 385.63 kΩ ± 30.7 kΩ (mean ± standard deviation; average of 64 recording sites of two probes). No statistically significant difference was found between the impedance of edge and center sites of the examined probe types.

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the five probe types examined in this study ordered by shank width. (a) 32-channel silicon polytrode (NeuroNexus). (b) 128-channel silicon probe (NeuroSeeker). (c) 255-channel silicon probe (NeuroSeeker). (d) Neuropixels probe with 70 μm shank width. (e) Neuropixels probe with 50 μm shank width. Recording sites classified as edge sites are colored green, while center sites are marked with red color. Sites colored white were either not located at the investigated positions or the data obtained by these were not used in the analysis. Blue sites on panel (b), (c) and (e) correspond to internal reference electrodes. Only a subset of recording sites is shown in the case of the Neuropixels probes.
2.2 Analyzed datasets

To obtain data for analysis, we performed acute experiments in anesthetized rats and recorded spontaneously occurring cortical activity with each probe type (see sections 2.3 and 2.4 below for details), except for the Neuropixels probe with 50 μm shank width. In the latter case, recordings from a publicly available online database were used for analysis (n = 7 out of 43 files: c5, c8, c12, c24, c26, c32, c45; [50]). All public Neuropixels data files were visually inspected to select recordings with the best quality. To avoid data redundancy, only one recording file was used from a dataset containing multiple recordings which were measured from the same penetration. A subset of the 128-channel probe data analyzed here originated from the dataset obtained in another study [27]. Details of the recordings per probe type can be found in table 1.

Publicly available cortical recordings (n = 7) acquired by the 255-channel NeuroSeeker probe were also analyzed in this work (recordings used: Co1-Co3, Co5 and CoP1-CoP3; www.kampff-lab.org/ultra-dense-survey; supplementary table 1; [42]). However, because of differences in the experimental conditions and data quality, these public recordings and our 255-channel measurements were assessed separately.

To examine the effect of sample size on the results, a larger cortical dataset acquired during previous projects (e.g. [14, 27]) with the 128-channel probe was also included for analysis. A total of 186 recordings (n = 41 rats and ~100 penetrations) with durations ranging from 5 to 45 minutes were examined. The recordings contained activity from each layer of the rat cortex.

To examine the differences in signal quality between edge and center sites in another brain structure, a small dataset obtained from the thalamus was also evaluated (n = 9 recordings; supplementary table 2).
2.3 Animal surgery

All experiments were performed according to the EC Council Directive of September 22, 2010 (2010/63/EU), and all procedures were reviewed and approved by the Animal Care Committee of the Research Centre for Natural Sciences and by the National Food Chain Safety Office of Hungary (license number: PEI/001/2290-11/2015). In the case of the 32-channel, 128-channel and 255-channel probe types, acute in vivo experiments were carried out similarly as described in our earlier studies [14, 27, 49]. In short, Wistar rats were anesthetized with a mixture of ketamine (75 mg/kg of body weight) and xylazine (10 mg/kg of body weight) injected intramuscularly. If necessary, supplementary ketamine/xylazine injections were given to maintain the depth of anesthesia during surgery and recordings. The animals were placed in a stereotaxic frame (David Kopf Instruments, Tujunga, CA, USA) after they reached the level of surgical anesthesia. The body temperature of rats was maintained with a homeothermic heating pad connected to a temperature controller (Supertech, Pécs, Hungary). After the removal of the skin and the connective tissue from the top of the skull, a craniotomy with a size of about 3 × 3 mm$^2$ was drilled over the neocortical area of interest (trunk region of the somatosensory cortex (S1Tr); approximate coordinates of the target site were: anterior-posterior (AP): −2.7 mm; medial-lateral (ML): 2.5 mm; with respect to the bregma [55]). Then, to avoid excessive brain dimpling during the insertion of the single-shank silicon probes, a small slit was carefully made in the dura mater above the insertion site using a 30-gauge needle. For a post-mortem histological verification of the recording location of the probe [56], the silicon shank was coated with red-fluorescent dye 1,1-dioctadecyl-3,3,3,3-tetramethylindocarbocyanine perchlorate (DiI, D-282, ~1% in absolute ethanol, Thermo Fischer Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) before insertion. After that, the silicon probe mounted on a motorized stereotaxic micromanipulator (Robot Stereotaxic, Neurostar, Tübingen, Germany) was driven into the brain tissue with a slow insertion speed of 2 μm/sec to decrease tissue damage [27]. During probe insertion, care was taken to avoid damaging blood vessels located on the brain surface.
With the 32-channel and 128-channel probes, neural activity was recorded mostly from cortical layers where the neuronal spiking activity is the strongest during ketamine/xylazine-induced slow wave activity (layers IV-V; [57]). However, the depth of recording varied slightly between penetrations. With the 255-channel probe, because it records only from a confined cortical region (\(\sim 100 \mu m \times 100 \mu m\)), we acquired during a single penetration data from multiple depths (using at least 100 \(\mu m\) insertion steps to avoid recording from overlapping areas) from cortical layers where spiking activity could be detected (layers III-VI). In the case of thalamic recordings acquired with the 128-channel probe, the probe was moved below the neocortex to a dorsoventral depth of about 4.5 mm – 6.5 mm, to target somatosensory thalamic nuclei (the ventrobasal complex and the posterior nucleus).

Room temperature physiological saline solution was regularly dropped into the cavity of the craniotomy to prevent dehydration of the neocortex. A stainless steel needle inserted in the neck muscle of the animal served as the reference and ground electrode during recordings.

In the case of the experiments with the 70-\(\mu m\)-wide Neuropixels probe, the rats were anesthetized using urethane (1.5 g/kg). The experimental procedure was similar as described above. The probes were driven into the parietal association cortex (AP: -4.1 mm, ML: 3 mm; with respect to the bregma) by hand with a stereotaxic micromanipulator to a depth of \(\sim 3\) mm, using an insertion speed of approximately 1 mm/sec. Details of experiments and recordings are summarized in table 1.

At the end of the experiments, probes were withdrawn and cleaned by immersing them into 1% Tergazyme solution (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) for at least 30 minutes followed by rinsing with distilled water for about 2 minutes.

2.4 Electrophysiological recordings

For the three passive probe types, spontaneously occurring brain electrical activity was recorded using an Intan RHD-2000 electrophysiological recording system (Intan Technologies,
Los Angeles, CA, USA). Two 128-channel amplifier boards were used in case of the 255-channel probe, one 64-channel and two 32-channel amplifier boards were used in the case of the 128-channel probe, and a single 32-channel board was used with the 32-channel probe. The recording system was connected to a laptop via USB 2.0. Wideband signals (0.1 – 7500 Hz) were recorded with a sampling frequency of 20 kHz/channel and a resolution of 16 bit. About 30 minutes of multichannel neuronal data were collected at a single recording location. Data were saved to a local network attached storage device for offline analysis.

In the case of the 32-channel probe, two probes were used for the experiments. One probe was implanted into the neocortex of five rats, while the other probe was used in one rat. One or two probe insertions were done in each animal (n = 10 penetrations in total). All recording sites of the probes were functional. Two identical probes from the same manufacturing batch were used during the experiments with the 128-channel probes. Each probe was implanted in five rats (n = 10 penetrations in total). The probes contained a maximum of two unfunctional recording sites. Two penetrations were carried out with the 255-channel probe (n = 2 rats). The used probe had multiple unfunctional recording sites (n = 14 sites; the site map is shown in supplementary figure 1(a)).

In the case of the Neuropixels probes, data recorded in the action potential band (AP, 300 – 10,000 Hz) was used. The sampling rate was 30 kHz/channel and digitization was performed at 10 bits, under a gain of 500, yielding a resolution of 2.34 μV per bit. Data was acquired using the SpikeGLX open-source software (github.com/billkarsh/SpikeGLX). The 70-μm-wide probe had one internal reference site, while the 50-μm-wide device had 12 internal reference electrodes.

2.5 Grouping of recording sites
Recording sites were either classified as edge or center sites based on their location on the silicon shank (figures 1 and 2). For the 32-channel probe, the two columns of sites located on the sides of the shank were labeled as edge sites, and two 10-channel recording files were created from the original 32-channel data (edge sites; figure 1(a)). By removing the top and bottom recording sites (to match the channel number of files containing edge channels), we constructed a 10-channel recording file from the middle column of 12 sites (center sites; figure 1(a)). For the 128-channel probe, four 32-channel recording files were generated from the original 128-channel data based on the location of the columns of sites (figure 1(b) and figure 2). Microelectrodes located on the sides were classified as edge sites while the sites in the middle two columns were categorized as center sites. For the 255-channel probe, the column of recording sites located on the left side of the probe were classified as edge sites, while the sites in the 8th column were grouped as center sites, both containing 17 channels (figure 1(c)). The sites located on the right edge were not used in the analysis because of the high number of unfunctional channels (supplementary figure 1(a)). In the case of the public 255-channel dataset, both edge columns were included in the analysis, as the number of bad sites was low on the edges (supplementary figure 1(b)). For the Neuropixels probes, the assignment of site locations was similar as described for the 128-channel probe (figure 1(d) and (e)). After removing channels corresponding to reference electrodes and their neighbors, as well as recording sites located outside of the cortex, the constructed individual recording files had 58 channels each.

All analyses were performed separately on the new data files created based on the position of recording sites. Since there was no statistically significant difference in the signal quality between left and right sides of the probes (supplementary figures 7-10(a)-(e); recsupplementary tables 4-7), results of the analyses obtained on data files that belonged to the same site group (e.g. left edge and right edge sites) were pooled and are presented together.
However, the supplementary material contains also the results obtained on all separate recordings (supplementary figures 7-10(a)-(e); supplementary tables 4-7).

In the case of the recordings obtained with the 128-channel probe, 32-channel files were generated also based on the longitudinal positions of the recording sites (supplementary figure 15(a)).

![Diagram](image1.png)

**Figure 2.** Grouping of edge (green) and center (red) sites. (a) Recordings obtained by the silicon probe (e.g. the 128-channel NeuroSeeker probe shown here) were separated into groups of channels (4 × 32 channels here) based on the position (edge or center) of recording sites. (b) Sample three-second-long multiunit activity (MUA; 500-5000 Hz) traces recorded on the channels indicated with a dashed rectangle on panel a. (c) Rectified and smoothed MUA (50 Hz lowpass filter) recorded on all edge (left) and center (right) channels. The dashed white lines separate channels located on the left and right side of the probe. au, arbitrary unit.

2.6 Amplitude distribution of the filtered potential

Amplitude histograms of the filtered potential (500 – 5000 Hz, Butterworth 3rd-order bandpass filter, zero-phase shift) were constructed to examine the difference in the signal amplitudes
between edge and center sites (figure 3(a)). Channels corresponding to internal reference electrodes as well as bad sites were excluded from the analysis. Every 50\textsuperscript{th} sample on each channel was used to create the histogram (resulting in several millions of samples per site position). Then, in four non-overlapping amplitude ranges (figure 3(b)), we calculated the ratio of the number of samples in a particular amplitude range to the total number of samples examined in a site group, both for edge and center sites (figure 3(c)). The selected ranges were chosen, based on the features of the analyzed data and on our previous experience, to match the spike amplitudes of single units with different levels of quality (or signal-to-noise ratio): units with questionable quality (−50 μV to −100 μV), average quality units (−100 μV to −200 μV), high-quality units (−200 μV to −300 μV) and single units with superior quality (−300 μV to −1000 μV). Because spike-like events with amplitudes lower than −1000 μV are usually the results of artifacts, potential values below −1000 μV were not examined.

By evaluating the distribution of negative amplitudes only, we can describe the signal quality more precisely compared to the case when positive amplitudes are also included. The reason behind this is that, in referential recordings, extracellular spikes have usually a negative peak with a significantly larger amplitude compared to the amplitude of their positive peaks. Here we present results based on the analysis of negative amplitudes. However, the same analysis was performed also for positive amplitudes using the same amplitude ranges. Results of this analysis can be found in the supplementary material (panel (f) of supplementary figures 7-10; supplementary figure 11(a); supplementary tables 4-8).
2.7 Spike sorting and calculation of single unit properties

To assign the recorded spikes to individual neurons, automatic spike sorting was performed on recordings separated by site position using the MATLAB-based software Kilosort [58]. Manual revision of the single unit clusters detected by Kilosort was done in Phy, an open source neurophysiological data analysis package written in Python (github.com/kwikteam/phy). The manual revision was done blindly, that is, the user did not know whether the actual data file was recorded by edge or center sites. After the revision of spike sorting results, wideband spikes of each single unit cluster were averaged together to obtain the average spike waveforms. For further analysis, we selected well-isolated units using the following criteria [27]. We defined a single unit as well isolated if it had a clear refractory period (less than 2% of the spikes in the 2-ms-long refractory period), a firing rate higher than 0.05 Hz (or at least 100 spikes in the
cluster) and a spike waveform with a peak-to-peak amplitude over 60 µV. The peak-to-peak amplitude was defined as the amplitude difference between the negative peak (or trough) and the largest positive peak of the average spike waveform, computed on the recording channel which contained the spikes of the particular single unit with the highest amplitude. These criteria allowed us to exclude low quality units as well as to decrease the effect of subjective decisions of the operator during the manual curation of neuron clusters. Only a low percent of the units was excluded from the analysis (from 1 to 12%; supplementary table (3)). The following single unit properties were calculated and used to compare the signal quality of edge and center sites: single unit yield, peak-to-peak amplitude of the average spike waveform of each well-separated single unit, and the isolation distance of each unit cluster (github.com/cortex-lab/sortingQuality; [59]).

2.8 Estimation of the noise level of the filtered signal in vivo

Although it would be possible to measure the noise level of recording sites using data obtained in vitro in saline solution, we do not had access to all probes types to perform these tests. Therefore, we developed a method to estimate the noise level based on in vivo recordings. Because most cortical neurons cease to fire for a couple of hundred milliseconds during down-states of the ketamine-xylazine or urethane-induced slow wave activity [57], the signals recorded during these short time windows of neuronal silence might be appropriate to approximate the noise level of recordings. We used a state detection algorithm previously developed by our group [57] to detect the onset of up- (high spiking activity) and down-states (low spiking activity; figure 4). First, the wideband signal was filtered (500 - 5000 Hz; Butterworth 3rd-order bandpass filter; zero-phase shift) and rectified to extract the multiunit activity (MUA). After that, all channels were summed up sample-wise (Summed MUA; figure 4) then smoothed using a 50 Hz lowpass filter to extract the envelope of the MUA (Smoothed MUA; figure 4). Next, using a threshold level (calculated by also taking into account the
duration of slow wave states), we detected the state onsets. Finally, on each channel of the rectified MUA, the root mean square (RMS) value of a 50-ms-long segment in the middle of down-states with a duration of at least 200 ms was calculated, then the RMS values were averaged (figure 4). The method was validated by in vitro measurements of the RMS noise of recording sites of 128-channel and 255-channel probes in saline solution. For the 128-channel probe (n = 6 probes), the estimated noise level in the 500 – 5000 Hz frequency range was around 80% higher than the noise level measured in vivo (in vitro vs. in vivo: 3.87 ± 0.43 μV_RMS vs. 2.17 ± 0.66 μV_RMS; mean ± standard deviation). For the 255-channel probe (n = 2 probes), this difference was about 65% (in vivo vs. in vitro: 6.87 ± 0.41 μV_RMS vs. 4.15 ± 0.58 μV_RMS). A similar difference was also found in the case of the Neuropixels probes (10.22 ± 2.01 μV_RMS for the 50 μm wide probe and 8.45 ± 0.81 μV_RMS for the 70 μm wide probe vs. 5.1 ± 0.6 μV_RMS reported in vitro in [3]). Thus, although our method slightly overestimates the noise level, it is suitable to measure this property and compare it between edge and center sites.

**Figure 4.** The method used to estimate the noise level of silicon probe recordings in vivo. The onsets of up- and down-states were detected based on the MUA, then the root mean square (RMS) values of short segments of recordings were calculated in the center of down-states (low spiking activity) and averaged for each channel. A detailed description of the noise estimation method can be found in the section 2.8.
2.9 Statistical analysis

Because most of the variables of interest had a low sample size or non-normal distribution (according to the Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Shapiro-Wilk tests) we used non-parametric tests for statistical analysis. For the amplitude distribution (matched samples), we used the Wilcoxon signed-rank test to compare the performance of edge and center sites (two groups), and the Friedman test was used to compare difference also between left and right sides (three or four groups). For other variables (noise level, single unit yield, unit amplitude and isolation distance), the Mann-Whitney U test was applied to compare the performance of edge and center sites (two groups), and Kruskal-Wallis test was used for the comparison of laterality (three or four groups). When a significant difference was found between site positions by the Friedman or the Kruskal-Wallis test, post-hoc analysis was performed for all pairwise comparisons using Dunn’s test with Bonferroni correction. p values less than 0.05 were considered significant. Effect sizes were calculated using the following formula: \( r = \frac{Z}{\sqrt{N}} \), where Z is the z-score and N is the sample size. Features of boxplots (figures 3 and 5-9; supplementary figures 7-15) showing the distribution of data are presented as follows. The middle line indicates the median, while the boxes correspond to the 25th and 75th percentile. Whiskers mark the minimum and maximum values. The average is depicted with a black dot, whereas individual values are indicated with smaller yellow dots.
3. Results

To examine whether there is a difference in the recording performance of edge and center sites, we analyzed recordings obtained with commercially available and state-of-the-art high-density silicon probes with channel numbers ranging from 32 to 384 (NeuroNexus, Neuropixels and NeuroSeeker probes; figure 1; see section 2.1 for details). These single-shank planar probes contain recording sites both in the center and close to the edge of their silicon shank which makes them suitable to assess and compare the neural signal quality at these site positions. Furthermore, the different probe widths (from 50 μm to 125 μm) allow us to investigate width-dependent effects of the recording capability of edge and center sites. Quantitative details of in vivo experiments and cortical recordings are summarized in table 1.

To compare the signal quality provided by edge and center sites, we first separated channels of the spontaneous cortical recordings based on their site locations (figure 2; see section 2.5 for details), then extracted multiple features from the signals, focusing on the 500 – 5000 Hz frequency range corresponding to single unit activity. The amplitude of extracellular spikes quickly decays with distance [1, 60], that is, neurons located closer to recording sites will produce larger spikes which usually provides a better separability from spikes of other neurons. Thus, measures related to spike amplitude might be suitable to compare the quality of edge and center recordings. In addition, a higher proportion of high-amplitude spikes in the data might indirectly reflect a tissue damage of smaller extent, that is, the presence of more neurons which survived the probe insertion and are located close to a particular site [27]. Here, we examined the distribution of the amplitude values of the filtered potential in four non-overlapping negative amplitude ranges (figure 3; see section 2.6 for more details). To ascertain that differences in the amplitude distributions are not biased by differences in noise level between edge and center sites, we estimated the level of noise in the analyzed recordings based on the in vivo data (figure 4; see section 2.8 for more details). In addition, spike sorting was
performed on the recordings to extract various single unit properties for comparison, such as the single unit yield, the amplitude of single unit spikes and the isolation distance (see section 2.7 for more details). The latter is a measure commonly used to determine the quality of single unit clusters [59], while the former are usual features used to assess the recording performance extracted under different conditions [27, 61]. Example recordings and single unit spike waveforms obtained with each probe at different site positions are shown in supplementary figures 2-6. Since we found no significant difference between the left and right sides of the probes, for each site position, we pooled the data corresponding to the two sides and did the analysis on the combined data (figures 5-9; tables 2-3). However, data of both sides can be found separately in the supplementary material (supplementary figures 7-10(a)-(e); supplementary tables 4-7).

Figure 5. Boxplots showing the results of the 32-channel NeuroNexus silicon probe for edge (green) and center (red) sites. (a) Ratio of samples to the total number of samples for each of the four amplitude ranges (n = 10 recordings). (b) Estimated in vivo noise level. (c) Single unit yield (n = 430). (d) Peak-to-peak amplitude of the averaged single unit spike waveforms. (e) Isolation distance of the single unit clusters. The features of boxplots are demonstrated in figure 3(c). Note that most data are plotted on a logarithmic scale. * p < 0.05.
Figure 6. Boxplots showing the results of the 128-channel NeuroSeeker silicon probe for edge (green) and center (red) sites. (a) Ratio of samples to the total number of samples for each of the four amplitude ranges (n = 10 recordings). (b) Estimated *in vivo* noise level. (c) Single unit yield (n = 1052). (d) Peak-to-peak amplitude of the averaged single unit spike waveforms. (e) Isolation distance of the single unit clusters. The features of boxplots are demonstrated in figure 3(c). Note that most data are plotted on a logarithmic scale. * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001.
**Figure 7.** Boxplots showing the results of the 70-μm-wide Neuropixels silicon probe for edge (green) and center (red) sites. (a) Ratio of samples to the total number of samples for each of the four amplitude ranges (n = 6 recordings). (b) Estimated *in vivo* noise level. (c) Single unit yield (n = 967). (d) Peak-to-peak amplitude of the averaged single unit spike waveforms. (e) Isolation distance of the single unit clusters. The features of boxplots are demonstrated in figure 3(c). Note that most data are plotted on a logarithmic scale. * p < 0.05.

![Boxplots for 70-μm-wide Neuropixels silicon probe](image)

**Figure 8.** Boxplots showing the results of the 50-μm-wide Neuropixels silicon probe for edge (green) and center (red) sites. (a) Ratio of samples to the total number of samples for each of the four amplitude ranges (n = 7 recordings). (b) Estimated *in vivo* noise level. (c) Single unit yield (n = 1405). (d) Peak-to-peak amplitude of the averaged single unit spike waveforms. (e) Isolation distance of the single unit clusters. The features of boxplots are demonstrated in figure 3(c). Note that most data are plotted on a logarithmic scale. * p < 0.05.
Figure 9. Boxplots showing the results of the 255-channel NeuroSeeker probe for edge (green) and center (red) sites. (a) Ratio of samples to the total number of samples for each of the four amplitude ranges (n = 21 recordings). (b) Estimated in vivo noise level. (c) Single unit yield (n = 599). (d) Peak-to-peak amplitude of the averaged single unit spike waveforms. (e) Isolation distance of the single unit clusters. The features of boxplots are demonstrated in figure 3(c). Note that most data are plotted on a logarithmic scale. ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001.

3.1 Comparison of the amplitude distribution of the filtered potential between different site positions

Boxplots corresponding to the analysis of the amplitude distribution are demonstrated in panel (a) of figures 5-9, while the mean values and the results of statistical analyses are summarized in tables 2 and 3, respectively. The noise level of recordings was low with a low variance across recordings, and there was no difference in the noise level of edge and center sites for either probe type (panel (b) of figures 5-9; tables 2 and 3). Examining the four amplitude ranges for each probe type, in almost all cases, edge sites provided a higher signal quality which was indicated by higher mean values of the examined features (95%, 19/20; table 2). Differences in the amplitude distribution between edge and center sites were significant in more than half of the cases with medium and large effect sizes (65%, 13/20; table 3), and all of these cases
indicated an enhanced performance of edge sites. Edge sites significantly outperformed center sites for all probe types in at least one amplitude range, while in the case of the 128-channel and 255-channel probes, the difference was significant in all four amplitude intervals (figures 6(a) and 9(a); table 2). Based on the ratio of mean values of center sites to edge sites (table 2), as well as on the results of the statistical analysis (table 3), the difference between site positions was most remarkable in the range corresponding to the largest spikes (from $-300 \mu V$ to $-1000 \mu V$; figure 10(a)). In this range, averaged across all probe types, mean values calculated for center sites were $\sim75\%$ lower than mean values of edge sites (figure 10(a)). For the other three amplitude ranges, mean values of center sites were, on average, only $\sim22\%$ lower compared to the mean values computed for edge sites (figure 10(a)). Similar results were obtained by investigating positive amplitude ranges (panel (f) of supplementary figures 7-10; supplementary figure 11(a); supplementary tables 4-8). That is, although the amount of positive values in the filtered recordings was usually much lower compared to the number of negative potential values (especially in higher amplitude ranges), mean values were in most cases higher for edge sites (95%, 19/20), and these differences were in about one third of the cases significant (30%, 6/20).

To examine whether there might be shank width-dependent differences in the recording performance between edge and center sites, for each probe type, we averaged the ratio of center-to-edge mean values across all amplitude ranges. Results of the 255-channel probe were not used in this analysis, since this probe type has the same width as the 128-channel probe and a significantly different site configuration. Our results show, that with decreasing shank width, a slightly increasing trend in the ratio of mean values of center sites to edge sites can be observed (figure 10(b)). This suggests that the performance advantage of edge sites becomes smaller for narrower probes.
**Figure 10.** Summary of the recording performance comparison of edge and center sites. (a) Ratio of mean values of center sites to edge sites calculated for each amplitude range and averaged across probe types. (b) Ratio of mean values of center sites to edge sites calculated for each probe type (except the 255-channel probe) and averaged across all amplitude ranges. Probes are ordered by shank width. (c) Ratio of single units to the total number of units calculated for each site position in four ranges of the peak-to-peak amplitude of spike waveforms. Results are averaged across probe types. (d) Quantity of higher mean values of the examined seven features (four amplitude ranges, single unit yield, unit amplitude and isolation distance) compared between edge and center sites, shown for all five probe types. (e) Number of examined features where a statistically significant difference was found between edge and center sites, shown for all five probes types.

By investigating recordings obtained with the 255-channel probe providing a superior spatial resolution (figure 9), we can perform a finer and more detailed analysis to compare the recording performance of sites located at different distances from the edge of the silicon shank. Therefore, we analyzed the amplitude distribution of recordings obtained at eight adjacent columns of recording sites (17 sites in each column) located on the left side of probe (supplementary figure 11(b); supplementary table 9). For each amplitude range, the highest
mean value was provided by the first column of sites (located at the edge), whereas the lowest values were measured at the recording sites located in the center of the shank. Values in each amplitude range showed a slightly decreasing trend from edge sites towards the center of the silicon shank.

To further investigate the robustness of our results, we analyzed a public dataset (n = 7 cortical recordings) obtained with the same type of 255-channel probe as used in this study (supplementary figure 12(a); supplementary table 10). Mean values of edge sites were higher in three amplitude ranges compared to values of center sites (with one significantly higher), while in the range containing the largest spikes, center sites performed slightly better. However, based on the mean values of the amplitude distribution and spike sorting results, these recordings had a lower quality compared to our recordings (figure 9 vs. supplementary figure 12), probably due to differences in the anesthesia, insertion conditions, or targeted brain region. Nevertheless, the overall signal quality was still somewhat better at edge sites than at center sites.

The relatively large effect sizes obtained here (table 3) might also be the results of low sample sizes (~10 recordings/probe). To examine the influence of sample size on the effect size, we analyzed a larger dataset (n = 186 cortical recordings) acquired with the 128-channel NeuroSeeker probe. Although the effect sizes decreased (from 0.80 ± 0.12 to 0.58 ± 0.08; averaging across the four amplitude ranges), these still indicated a medium effect, and the differences between edge and center sites were also highly significant (p < 0.001 for all amplitude ranges; supplementary figure 13; supplementary tables 11-12).

The neocortex has a special structure with multiple layers, areas, columns and various cell types [62]. To examine whether there might by brain area-dependent differences in the recording performance of edge and center sites, we analyzed recordings (n = 9) from the somatosensory thalamus obtained with the 128-channel probe (supplementary figure 14;
Again, edge sites provided better signal quality compared to center sites, including all investigated amplitude ranges, although the difference in recording performance was smaller. Significant differences were only found between site positions in the two amplitude ranges containing the largest thalamic spikes (supplementary figure 14(a)).

It would be interesting to examine whether there are differences in the recording performance between sites located at different longitudinal positions of the silicon shank. To investigate that, we analyzed the same cortical (n = 10) and thalamic (n = 9) recordings obtained with the 128-channel silicon probes (supplementary figure 15; supplementary tables 15-16). However, in this case, four site groups (32 channels in each group) were created based on their vertical locations (supplementary figure 15(a)). After that, we calculated the ratio of amplitude values in the four amplitude ranges (supplementary figure 15(b) and (c)). For recordings from both brain structures, the results showed that the site group located in the lower middle of the shank (second group of 32-channels, calculated from the bottom) provided the best recording performance, in all amplitude ranges (supplementary figure 15(b) and (c); supplementary tables 15-16). However, the results might be slightly biased in the case of cortical recordings, since the intensity of spiking activity significantly varies across cortical layers in ketamine/xyazine anesthetized rats (supplementary figure 15(d); [57]). Unit activity was found to be the strongest in the lower part of layer V which has a thickness about 300 μm, and was weaker in upper and lower layers [57]. Because recordings with the 128-channel probe were done in multiple cortical layers simultaneously (usually layers IV-VI), the layer-dependent intensity of spiking activity might affect our results obtained here. However, results obtained with thalamic recordings might provide a more accurate comparison because the recorded spiking activity was more uniform at different depths compared to cortical activity (supplementary figure 15(d)). Although small differences in the structure of the thalamic area examined or depth-
dependent differences in thalamic activity (e.g. by recording simultaneously from multiple thalamic nuclei) may still slightly decrease the reliability of these findings.

In summary, edge sites provided a higher performance compared to center sites in all amplitude ranges and for all probe types. Such differences in signal quality could be observed in different brain areas, and also at different longitudinal positions of the recording sites. The better performance of the edge sites decreased with decreasing shank width.

3.2 Comparison of single unit properties between edge and center sites
Boxplots corresponding to the analysis of single units are demonstrated in panels (c)-(e) of figures 5-9, while mean values and the results of statistical analyses are summarized in tables 2 and 3, respectively. In almost all cases, edge sites provided a higher signal quality which was indicated by higher mean values of the single unit yield, spike amplitude and isolation distance (~93%, 14/15; table 2). The average number of well-separated single units recorded at a particular brain location ranged from ~15 (32-channel NeuroNexus and 255-channel NeuroSeeker probes) to ~50 (50-μm-wide Neuropixels probe). The difference in the single unit yield was small and not significant between site positions, usually only a few more units could be separated on edge sites. However, the spike amplitude of single units obtained with the 128-channel NeuroSeeker probe and the wider Neuropixels probe at edge sites were significantly higher. Overall, more single units having spike waveforms with peak-to-peak amplitudes over 100 μV were detected on edge sites (figure 10(c)). This suggests that either more neurons were located closer to edge sites than to center sites (e.g. due to tissue compression caused by the probe) or more neurons survived the mechanical trauma of probe insertion in the vicinity of edge sites.
4. Discussion

Our results, based on quantitative analysis of high-density neural recordings, showed that, for all probe types examined, the recording performance of edge sites was notably better than that of center sites. Examined features of the filtered signal containing spiking activity had in most cases higher mean values for edge sites (~94%, 33/35; figure 10(d)). Differences between the two site positions were also significant in several cases (~45%, 15/35; figure 10(e)), and these differences indicated in every case a better signal quality recorded on edge sites. These differences were most remarkable in the amplitude range corresponding to large (with <−300 μV peak) spikes (figure 10(a)). Furthermore, we have found that the shank width of the probe might also affect the difference in recording performance: edge sites lose their advantage with narrower shanks (figure 10(b)). Although the single unit yield was not significantly higher between the site positions, the amplitude of the unit spike waveforms was usually larger, and the quality of unit clusters was better for edge sites (figure 10(c)). The small difference in the single unit yield and the small effect sizes found in the case of single unit features might suggest only a moderate practical applicability of our findings; however, the significantly larger spikes recorded at edge sites may notably improve the separability of single unit clusters, and thus the accuracy and reliability of spike sorting results.

4.1 Comparison with previous work

Out of three studies investigating the recording performance of microelectrodes located on the edge and the center of silicon shanks [34-36], the results of two studies are in agreement with our findings, that is, placing recording sites on the edge improves the quality of the recorded neural signal. Lee and colleagues chronically implanted custom-designed 16-channel silicon probes with two different widths in the motor cortex of rats to track their recording performance for several weeks [35]. Seven and eight quadratic recording sites (30 μm × 30 μm) were placed
in the center and at the edge of the probe shank, respectively. Compared to center sites, the chronic recording capability of edge sites of the wider probe was significantly better for several weeks in terms of the ratio of sites containing spiking activity as well as the signal-to-noise ratio of separated single units. Although the results were not significant, edge sites of the planar silicon probe with the narrower shank (132 μm) still performed better than center sites. Our comprehensive study extended these results by analyzing data obtained with probes having narrower shanks (from 50 μm to 125 μm). Interestingly, edge sites still provided better recordings even with the narrowest device, although the advantage of edge sites decreased notably with decreasing shank widths.

The custom-designed probes developed by Seymour and colleagues [36] had microelectrodes fabricated in the lateral wall of the silicon shank (edge sites) in combination with recording sites placed on the front and back side of the shank located further from the shank edge. They could separate more single units in recordings obtained with edge sites and the measured spike amplitudes were also higher. Although we found no difference in the single unit yield between edge and center sites, edge sites on the investigated high-density probes are located not exactly on the edge but a few micrometers towards the center. In contrast, the special edge design used in [36] might provide a better accessibility to neurons and a wider viewing angle to detect their action potentials due to a decreased shielding effect of the silicon shank [63, 64].

In the work of Scott et al. [34], an 85 μm wide single-shank silicon probe with 64 recording sites arranged in three columns (two on each side and one in the center of the shank) was used to record spiking activity from the hippocampus of mice. They found no difference in the signal quality between edge and center sites, as well as between spike amplitudes measured on sites located at different longitudinal positions of the shank. The contradiction
between their results and our findings might be caused by several factors such as the difference in animal species, the examined brain area or the used methodology.

4.2 Limitations of the study

As described above, recording sites classified as edge sites in this study are located slightly further (~5-6 μm) from the edge of the silicon shank. Thus, our results obtained with edge sites might slightly underestimate the real recording performance of microelectrodes placed exactly at the edge of the shank, for example, in the case of special edge probe designs [36, 41, 65] which provide an even larger field of view for signal detection.

The focus of this study was on the analysis of cortical recordings. However, as demonstrated by comparing the performance of edge and center sites between thalamic and cortical recordings (with a larger difference in the signal quality in the neocortex), the performance advantage of edge sites might also depend on the structure, cellular density and composition of the examined brain region. This theory is further supported by the findings of the study of Scott and colleagues, where no difference was found in the recording capabilities of edge and center sites in another brain region, namely in the hippocampus of mice [34]. In contrast, in the case of the two studies which have found a difference in the signal quality between edge and center sites, the probes were implanted into the motor cortex of rats [35, 36]. Therefore, testing the recording performance of edge and center sites in other brain areas as well as in other species might further our knowledge of optimal site placement on silicon probes.

Other factors might also influence the quality of recordings, and thus might affect the performance difference between edge and center sites. For instance, a computational modeling study demonstrated that both edema and glial encapsulation can have a significant impact on the amplitude of the recorded spikes, with a decrease of amplitude in the former case and an increase in the latter case [63]. Thus, a localized edema developed due to a minor tissue damage
near the edge of the shank might diminish the performance advantage of affected edge sites. Moreover, a glial scar formed around chronically implanted silicon probes might be more pronounced close to the sharp edges of the probe where small micromotions of the implant mechanically insult the tissue [66, 67]. This difference in glial density or thickness might influence the signal quality of recording sites, especially those located at the edges. Although we only analyzed recordings of acute experiments with a relatively short duration (~30 min), results of the work of Lee et al. [35] suggest that edge sites might keep their performance advantage over center sites also over longer timescales, even for several weeks.

The speed of probe insertion may also significantly affect recording quality [27]. Analyzing the dataset of our previous study [27], we found that, in acute recordings, the performance difference between edge and center sites was larger when slower speeds (< 0.1 mm/sec) were used for insertion (data not shown). As the speed of insertion affects the extent of neuronal loss around the probe [27], this suggests that using a higher insertion speed will result in more severe tissue damage close to the edges of the probe.

4.3 Possible interpretations of the enhanced signal quality provided by edge sites
Based on our current knowledge, we can only speculate on the causes behind the observed differences in recording performance of edge and center sites. One plausible explanation might be that edge sites have a better “visibility” compared to center sites, that is, they are less affected by the shielding or shadowing effect of the silicon substrate [36, 63]. Therefore, microelectrodes located closer to the edge of the shank should detect the action potentials of more neurons. However, we did not find a higher single unit yield for edge sites. The main difference in the recording performance between the two site positions was in the amplitude of spikes, mostly in high amplitude ranges corresponding to the largest spikes. Because the spike amplitude rapidly attenuates with increasing distance from the soma of the neuron [1, 60], higher spike amplitudes on edge sites may suggest that several neurons are located closer to
edge sites than to center sites. The reason behind this asymmetry in the distance of neurons might be that more neurons survive the implantation of the probe which are close to the edge of the shank compared to cells located close to the center. However, this scenario should probably also result in a higher unit yield for edge sites. Another possible explanation might be that, since the width of these probes is larger than their thickness, the tissue compression caused by the probe is asymmetric and is higher along the lateral axis than along the axis corresponding to the front and backside of the probe. Thus, neurons might be slightly more compressed near edge sites and pushed closer to them. Therefore, using a probe shank with a smaller cross-section should result in the decrease of performance difference between the two site positions, as the degree of tissue compression will be smaller. We could observe this decrease in performance: although still present, the advantage of edge site over center sites slightly decreased with decreasing shank width.

It is also important to mention, that the shielding effect of the silicon shank may also affect the recorded spike amplitudes [36, 46, 63]. One computational modeling study showed that when a modeled probe shank is placed before the model neuron, the recorded spike amplitudes are almost two times higher compared to the amplitude of simulated spikes obtained without the presence of the probe shank [63]. In a recent modeling study, using mesh models of NeuroNexus and Neuropixels probes, Buccino and colleagues demonstrated similar findings, that is, the use of silicon probes significantly amplified the recorded potentials [46]. They have also found that almost two times higher action potential amplitudes can be detected when the probe shank is present. This difference in the spike amplitudes decreased when the model neuron was shifted from the center of the shank laterally to the edge. For instance, in the case a 50 μm lateral shift, the simulated spike amplitudes were only 40% higher with the probe shank included in the simulations. The authors argue that this bias might results in more neurons found in the probe center than at the edges. If these differences in the recorded spike
amplitudes are similar in in vivo recordings, then, based on our results, the recording performance at edge sites should be even better than our analysis showed.

4.3 Recommendations for recording site placement in novel electrode designs

Silicon microprobes are extensively used in many electrophysiology labs. Further advancements in probe design and in silicon microfabrication technology will soon make it possible for research groups to design their own recording devices with features customized to the actual research task. This process is further facilitated by recently shared open source probe designs and open source hardware for electrophysiological experiments [37, 40]. Our results might help engineers and scientists working in the field of neuroscience to determine the optimal placement of microelectrodes on the shank of planar silicon probes. For instance, placing recording sites on the edge of the shank of passive probes which have a limited site number may significantly enhance their recording performance. This can save time needed to perform experiments and also reduce the costs of these studies. From another aspect, our findings suggest that in the case of high-density probes with a small shank cross-section (e.g., the Neuropixels probe), where the entire shank is covered with recording sites, both edge and center sites will sample the neuronal activity with similar quality and recordings will not be biased towards either of these site positions.
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### Table 1. Details of the experiments and recordings of the five silicon probe types.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Probe type</th>
<th>No. of recording sites</th>
<th>No. of channels in separated recordings</th>
<th>No. of analyzed recordings</th>
<th>No. of rats</th>
<th>No. of penetrations</th>
<th>Insertion speed (mm/sec)</th>
<th>Type of anesthesia</th>
<th>Average recording length (min)</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>32-channel NeuroNexus probe</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>Ketamine/xyazine</td>
<td>31</td>
<td><a href="http://www.neuronexus.com">www.neuronexus.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128-channel NeuroSeeker probe</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>Ketamine/xyazine</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>[14]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuropixels probe (70 μm wide)</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>~1</td>
<td>Urethane</td>
<td>31</td>
<td><a href="http://www.neuropixels.org">www.neuropixels.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuropixels probe (50 μm wide)</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>Urethane</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>[50]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>255-channel NeuroSeeker probe</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>Ketamine/xyazine</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>[42, 49]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2. Mean ± standard deviation of the calculated features for all probe types (NN, NeuroNexus; NS, NeuroSeeker; NP, Neuropixels).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>32-channel NN probe</th>
<th>128-channel NS probe</th>
<th>70 μm wide NP probe</th>
<th>50 μm wide NP probe</th>
<th>255-channel NS probe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Edge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Center</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.35 ± 0.198</td>
<td>0.391 ± 0.179</td>
<td>0.417 ± 0.288</td>
<td>0.593 ± 0.279</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9.94 ± 10^1</td>
<td>9.15 ± 10^1</td>
<td>1.92 ± 2.67 × 10^7</td>
<td>2.30 ± 2.67 × 10^7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.32 ± 10^4</td>
<td>5.54 ± 10^4</td>
<td>5.13 ± 10^4</td>
<td>5.13 ± 10^4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.87 ± 10^3</td>
<td>4.10 ± 10^3</td>
<td>7.02 ± 10^3</td>
<td>7.02 ± 10^3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.51 ± 10^2</td>
<td>4.00 ± 10^2</td>
<td>7.52 ± 10^2</td>
<td>7.52 ± 10^2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.41 ± 10^1</td>
<td>7.78 ± 10^1</td>
<td>1.16 ± 10^1</td>
<td>1.16 ± 10^1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.01 ± 10^0</td>
<td>2.30 ± 23.85</td>
<td>1.38 ± 10^0</td>
<td>1.38 ± 10^0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.02 ± 2.67 × 10^1</td>
<td>5.72 ± 10^2</td>
<td>1.21 ± 7.97 × 10^3</td>
<td>1.21 ± 7.97 × 10^3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insertion speed (μm/sec)</td>
<td>226.04 ± 117.56</td>
<td>220.11 ± 97.39</td>
<td>184.94 ± 102.10</td>
<td>164.65 ± 85.37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplitude of single units (μV)</td>
<td>157.19 ± 82.85</td>
<td>159.71 ± 95.88</td>
<td>150.93 ± 70.14</td>
<td>154.97 ± 92.76</td>
<td>154.97 ± 92.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isolation distance</td>
<td>30.25 ± 37.02</td>
<td>30.71 ± 37.73</td>
<td>28.25 ± 29.85</td>
<td>30.71 ± 37.73</td>
<td>29.04 ± 28.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise level (μV/μA)</td>
<td>7.47 ± 0.79</td>
<td>7.47 ± 0.75</td>
<td>8.47 ± 0.82</td>
<td>8.47 ± 0.83</td>
<td>10.34 ± 2.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reference:
[42, 49]
Table 3. Summary of statistical analysis. Wilcoxon signed-rank test was applied for edge-center comparison in the four amplitude ranges, while Mann-Whitney U test was used in the case of the last four features. Significant (p < 0.05) values are indicated in bold (NN, NeuroNexus; NS, NeuroSeeker; NP, Neuropixels).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>32-channel NN probe</th>
<th>128-channel NS probe</th>
<th>70 μm NP probe</th>
<th>50 μm NP probe</th>
<th>255-channel NS probe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>0.799</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>effect size</td>
<td>-0.081</td>
<td>0.629</td>
<td>0.899</td>
<td>0.894</td>
<td>0.869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−50 to −100 μV (% of all samples)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>0.878</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>0.128</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>effect size</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>0.886</td>
<td>0.899</td>
<td>0.575</td>
<td>0.861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−100 to −200 μV (% of all samples)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>0.285</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.345</td>
<td>0.345</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>effect size</td>
<td>0.338</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.385</td>
<td>0.356</td>
<td>0.853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−200 to −300 μV (% of all samples)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>0.176</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>effect size</td>
<td>0.656</td>
<td>0.886</td>
<td>0.826</td>
<td>0.511</td>
<td>0.611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−300 to −1000 μV (% of all samples)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of single units</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.935</td>
<td>0.696</td>
<td>0.064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>0.935</td>
<td>-0.013</td>
<td>0.885</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>0.286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>effect size</td>
<td>-0.013</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>0.066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplitude of single units (μV)</td>
<td>0.812</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.226</td>
<td>0.057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.104</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>0.078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>effect size</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>0.078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isolation distance</td>
<td>0.687</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.122</td>
<td>0.477</td>
<td>0.057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>0.122</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>effect size</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.479</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise level (μV RMS)</td>
<td>0.328</td>
<td>-0.185</td>
<td>0.766</td>
<td>0.383</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>0.766</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.165</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>effect size</td>
<td>-0.185</td>
<td>0.862</td>
<td>0.383</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>